Abstract. In order to allocate the buffer capacity effectively and improve the availability of the production line, a buffer allocation method based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) and simulated annealing algorithm (SA) is proposed for the mixed asynchronous serial production line. It is considered that the production line includes series equipment and parallel equipment and the processing capacity of the equipment is not the same. On the basis of ensuring that the performance of the production line does not change obviously, the production line is transformed into a synchronous production line, and the availability model of the production line is established by analytic method. The SA algorithm is used to improve the PSO. The performance of the algorithm is validated and analyzed. At the same time, a concrete example is given to show that the buffer allocation method is feasible and effective.
Introduction
Nowadays enterprises pay more attention to research the performance and reliability of the production line, the buffer can effectively improve the performance of the production line and alleviate the loss caused by the failure of a single device in the system, so a reasonable buffer allocation method is of great significance.
The optimization design of buffer capacity is mainly to meet performance index and reliability index of the production line. Zhou B H [1] established the availability evaluation model of the serial production line and the buffer capacity was optimized by genetic algorithm. The equipment priority method was adopted for the serial production line by Papadopoulos H T [2] , heuristic search algorithm was used for the distribution of the buffer capacity , The algorithm can improve the speed of solution effectively. Demir L [3] used the decomposing method to obtain the throughput evaluation model for the asynchronous production line. An adaptive tabu search algorithm was used to determine the buffer capacity of the production line, but the algorithm was easy to fall into the local optimum. The same decomposition method was used to establish throughput evaluation model by LEYUAN SHI [4] , combined with hybrid nested partition and tabu search algorithm for the allocation of buffer capacity, which greatly improves the search efficiency. Pan X [5] analyzed the performance evaluation model of the hybrid production line by the decomposition method and queuing theory, and used the simulated annealing algorithm to allocate the buffer capacity, and considered the cost factor. Meerkov S M [6] used the merger method to obtain the efficiency evaluation model of production line and combined with the iterative search algorithm on the buffer capacity allocation. Gershwin [7] used the decomposition method to get the throughput performance evaluation model, and used a gradient algorithm to allocate the buffer capacity of the serial production line efficiently, but it was difficult to deal with the problem of complicated production lines. The above studies aim to maximize the availability and throughput of the production line or to minimize the inventory level and cost, the relevant optimization algorithms are used to optimize the buffer capacity, but most of them are for simple synchronous serial production lines.
In this paper, a hybrid algorithm of particle swarm optimization (PSO) and simulated annealing algorithm (SA) is used to optimize the buffer capacity of mixed asynchronous production lines. The performance of the algorithm is analyzed and compared with other algorithms in the concrete examples.
Availability model of production line
In this paper, we study a repairable hybrid asynchronous serial production line with buffers, which is converted into a simple serial production line by means of KUT C [8] . At the same time, the processing capacity of each machine is not the same in the production line, so first it is necessary to convert the asynchronous production line into the synchronous production line, and according to the relationship between the availability of synchronous production line and the buffer capacity, the availability model is established.
In order to simplify the analysis process and reflect the real dynamic system, a flow model method is proposed to solve the problem. According to Lim, J.-T [9] 's Production line assumptions, converting the asynchronous production line to the synchronous production line is divided into the following steps:
 The processing capacity i C of each machine is different and throughput is used as the performance index in the system. The processing capacity indicates the number of pieces processed per unit time, the failure rate and the maintenance rate are respectively i  and i  .The throughput i TP of each machine in the system is:
By using the Jacobs D A iterative merging method [10] , we can calculate the throughput value s TP of asynchronous production line.  To ensure that throughput i TP of the machine in the production line remained unchanged, the failure rate maintains the original reliability level and the maintenance rate is adjusted, so that asynchronous production lines can be transformed into synchronous production lines, from the Formula (1) to obtain the maintenance rate of each machine:
After the transformation, the processing capacity of the machine in the synchronous production line is s C , it needs to meet the following conditions: max max
In the interval of （ max C is the optimal value in the synchronous production line. After transforming to synchronous production line, the processing capacity of each machine in the production line is identical. According to Malathronas [11] 's availability model of two-machine production line and Sörensen K [12] 's iterative merging method, The availability es A of the synchronous serial production line is:
e n n e n n e n n n e n n e n n e n n k k
The buffer size is i V , 1 n k  represents the ratio of 0 C and 1 n V  ,which 0 C is the optimal value of processing capacity in the synchronous production line. ( 2) en A  is the availability of the machine ( 2) en M  , ( 2) en   is the ratio of failure rate i  and maintenance rate i  , ( 2) en   is maintenance rate of
 is failure rate of ( 2) en M  . ( 2) en M  is obtained by the iterative merging method .
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Buffer capacity allocation based on SA -PSO algorithm
There are two main types of buffer capacity optimization problems. One is to minimize the cost of the production line (buffer capacity) and the other is maximize the output of the production line. In this paper, the buffer capacity is constrained to maximize the output of the production line, so the buffer capacity optimization model is:
In order to obtain the optimal buffer allocation, firstly the constrained optimization model is transformed into unconstrained optimization model, and then the SA-PSO algorithm is used to solve the buffer capacity optimization model. Since the external penalty function method does not need to provide the initial feasible solution, this paper uses the external penalty function method, the solution is moving from the non-feasible region to the feasible region. According to the penalty function method, the availability model of production line is transformed into the unconstrained optimization model:
In this paper, the unconstrained optimization model of production line is taken as the fitness function. The improved particle swarm optimization algorithm has been widely used to balance the production line [13] [14] . Compared with genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization (PSO) has the advantages of real number coding and fast speed of computation, but it is easy to fall into local optimum for complex nonlinear problems. In this paper, particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm based on simulated annealing (SA) is proposed. PSO has constraint factor [15] , which can ensure the convergence of PSO algorithm and eliminate the limitation of velocity boundary by selecting appropriate parameters. In order to avoid falling into the local minimum solution, a suboptimal solution is chosen to replace the global optimal solution g P in the speed updating formula. The mechanism of simulated annealing algorithm (SA) is used to guarantee the local optimal solution i P with a higher probability of being selected. When the temperature is T, the probability of being selected can be calculated by
, Which f represents the objective function value. If the probability value of being selected is taken as the adaptation value of the local optimal solution i P , then the probability of i P instead of g P is:
By using roulette strategy, we select one i P to take place of the global optimal solution g P . Based on the experimental design proposed by Gershwin [7] , the SA-PSO algorithm is used to optimize the allocation of the buffer capacity of production line and compared with the genetic algorithm proposed by Zhang Liangan [16] and the PSO with adaptive weights and SA algorithms, the performance index is evaluated by relative error of availability. When the number of machines is 7, the MTTR and MTBF values of each machine are shown in table 1. The availability model of the production line is established, and the distribution result is optimized by the algorithm ( Table 2 ). The iterative convergence process is shown in figure 1 . Figure 1 The comparison of algorithm performance
Figure (1) is the iterative result when the number of machines in the synchronous production line is 7. Compared with other algorithms, the SA-PSO algorithm has better convergence, better searching ability and higher precision of solution. According to table 2, from the optimization results of buffer capacity, the relative error of the availability is low by using the SA-PSO algorithm, so it is concluded that SA-PSO algorithm has some advantages in solving the problem of buffer capacity optimization. Figure 2 shows the layout of an engine cylinder block production line for a certain type of engine. The production line is divided into a rough machining part and a finish machining part. The rough machining part contains 20 machining centers and every parallel machining centers constitutes a work unit and two machining centers in the same work unit are processing the same product, each working unit is connected in series. The finish machining part contains three machining centers and they are connected in series, the production line also includes cleaning machines, airtight test machines, assembly machines, honing machines and online detection machines, there are mechanical arms and logistics buffers between series machines. These machines correspond to the different processing operation and follow the principle of processing operations. OP10L   OP80R   OP20L  OP30L  OP40L  OP50L  OP60L  OP70L  OP80L   OP10R  OP30R  OP40R  OP70R  OP60R  OP50R  OP20R  OP90R  OP100R   OP80L  OP90L  OP100L   OP110  OP120  OP130  OP140A  OP150 OP140C OP140B OP160 OP170 
Application of engine cylinder block production line
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The machines OP10-100R / L of the production line are respectively parallel connection, every parallel machines is equivalent to a work unit. At the same time, the machines OP140A / B / C of the production line are serial connection, these machines are also equivalent to a work unit, it can be seen from Figure 3 that there is a buffer between every two work units in the production line. To meet the continuity of production line, the first machine in the production line is not hungry and the last machine in the production line is not blocked. B1  OP20  OP110  OP170  OP160  B2  B16  B11 OP120 B12 Figure 3 The simplified model of engine cylinder block production
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As the production rate of the machines of the production line are different, the asynchronous production line needs to be transformed into the synchronous production line. The throughput a TP of the asynchronous line is calculated by using the method proposed in Section 1.1, the throughput i TP of each machine is calculated by using the formula (1). The one-dimensional Ergodic earch method is adopted, and the throughput error  is 0.05. The searching precision of the processing ability value is 0.001. The optimal processing capacity value 0 C of the synchronous production line is found to meet the requirement.
As the buffer capacity of the production line is limited by the floor space of the plant, it is necessary to increase the availability of the production line under the limited area. The two restrictions for buffer capacity are as follows: The availability model of the production line is proposed above, which is optimized by using the SA-PSO algorithm described in this paper. The unconstrained optimization model of cylinder production line is established by using the external penalty function method. The SA-PSO algorithm is used to solve the optimization model.
When the sample size is respectively 100 and 200, the fitness function value of the SA-PSO algorithm are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig.5 . From the figure, it can be seen that the fitness function of the SA-PSO algorithm rises relatively quickly at first, then the results tend to be stable. It is shown that the SA-PSO algorithm can solve the problem quickly and it tends to the global optimal solution with the increasing of iteration number and the optimal solution can be obtained whether the sample size is large or small. The sample size of the SA-PSO algorithm is 100
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The results of the SA-PSO algorithm for the optimization of the buffer capacity of the production line are shown in table 3. Table 3 The results of buffer allocation of engine cylinder block production line From table 3, we know that when the sample size is respectively 100 and 200, four sets of optimal solutions are generated. The EM-plant simulation software is used to simulate and analyze the production line, The simulating time is 10 5 unit time (s), simu A is the average value of 100 simulation results.
Through the calculation of relative error  , there is a certain error between the simulation result by EM-plant simulation software and the estimated result by using the SA-PSO algorithm , but The relative error is not big ,which indicates that the avability model can be used to evaluate the production line by analytic method.
Conclusions
In this paper, we focus on the mixed asynchronous production line, the structural modeling method is used to simplify the analysis. On the basis of ensuring that the performance of the production line does not change obviously, the production line is transformed into a synchronous production line, and the availability model of the production line is established by analytic method. The optimal allocation of the buffer capacity of the production line is achieved by using the penalty function method and the SA-PSO algorithm with the objective of maximizing the availability of the production line.
The mechanism of simulated annealing algorithm (SA) is used to improve the global search performance of PSO algorithm. Compared with PSO algorithm with adaptive weights, genetic algorithm and SA algorithm, it is proved that the SA-PSO algorithm has obvious advantages, and its convergence speed is faster and it can avoid local optimization effectively.
This method is applied to the engine cylinder block production line, and the SA-PSO algorithm is used to solve availability model of the production line. According to the comparison, the buffer capacity optimization method proposed in this paper is feasible and effective . 
